
1v1 defense fundamentals: 
● The Basic Motion:  

● ABCD - Approach. Breakdown. Contact. Direct. 
○ Approach - at an angle with your stick up ready to move with the 

opponent
○ Breakdown - break your feet down into an athletic position
○ Contact - make light contact (or get close to it!)
○ Direct - forcing out (away from the goal) and committing to that. 

■ Don’t let them come back to where you were working so hard to 
keep them away from (no windshield wipers!) 
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Defensive forcing

KEY POINTS: 
● Cones serve as lane 

that the ball handler 
must stay in 

● Defense working on 
forcing: hips at 45 
degree turn - not 
giving too much of a 
lane, and not facing 
square on 

● Defender holding 
strong arms - not 
pushing/extending 
arms out, not 
collapsing in (hugging 
a tree)

Key points: 
● Making contact, holding 

contact 
● Attacker using outside 

hand 
● Defense is drop stepping 

Skill focus: Defensive positioning 
and switching hands
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Diamond drill

Focus: Dodging and 1v1 defense 

Progression: 
1. Knee tag 

a. One stick on the ground in 
between players 

b. Defensive stance 
c. Trying to tap other player’s 

knee while protecting your 
own 

d. Count how many taps you 
can get in 1 minute

2. No stick - 1v1 in diamond 
a. Defense is slowing down 

the attacker and protecting 
the other side 

b. Defenders forearms 
crossed in an X to mimic 
defense with stick. Not 
pushing out and not 
collapsing in. 

3. Defense has stick 
4. Both players have sticks; 

attacker has ball

KEY POINTS 
● Stay within the diamond 

of cones  
● Attacker is working tand 

dodging to get to 
opposite cone 

Things to watch out for: 
● Space your dodging - do not 

just inch back until you get to 
the opposite side

Age: Any age  
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